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HOSSBAUEB STOPY 0У THE LATTICE DYKAMICS OP TIH ATOMS IS AHTDtOKY

The impurity concentration in solid solution ie not infinitely low in most of the cases and,

therefore, information is needed on the characteristic features of changes in the vibration-

al properties of concentrated solid --olutione. In this case, the principal factor determin-

ing the dynamic л of vibrations raay be the dependence of the force constants on the composit-

ion. /1/

The harmonic approximation may not aa well describe sufficiently accurately the dynamics of

the vibrations of impurity atoms.

We have investigated the Moaebauer effect probability f for tin impu.-ity atoms in solid so-

lution of Sn3b (the impurity varied from 3 et% to 15 at*). In this case we can neglect the

mass differences end consider the influence at the lattice frequency spectrum due to a chan-

ge in force constants.

We used the following components: 99.999 % pur? antimony and tin. The components were fused

together in a furnace in the atmosphere of ergon during one hour at the temperature 630° C.

After the fuBsion we crusted the samples into the powder and then we homogenized them by

annealing at the temperature 350° С during 72 hoars in the argon atmosphere.

The x-ray diffraction analysis demonstrated that the samples with concentration up to 10 a*$

of tin consisted of one phase of rhoabohedral structure of pure antimeny with lattice para-

meters ОС » 57.1* end в • 4.501 S. 3ne sample with 15 at* of tin contained the structure of

antimony and alloy of SnSb.

Hosabauer absorption spectra were recorded by constant acceleration spectrometer at liquid

Keliue, nitrogen and room temperature. The Kossbauer source eras used BaSnO,. The absolute

value of Mosahauer effect probability f was determined by the area method using the calibrat-

ion absorber of /3»tin foil with known f /2/. The spectra of all samples were singlet lines

whose width was broadened.

The line width was constant for samples of 3,6, 10 at% and increased with the decreasing of

the temperature. The line width by sample of 15 at% of tin was broader than previous samples

but increased as well by decreasing of the temperature.

The position of the absorption line was independent on the composition. However, owing to

the value of the experimental error in the determinatkon of isomer shift to A<^= 0.02 mm

sec we cannot draw a definite conclusion concerning the presence of specific features of

the concentration dependence of the line position*

Is could be seen from figure 1 the value of f showed a tendency towards decrease with increas-

ing of concentration of tin* This could he related to the oacilatlon of impurity atoms in a

localised frequency banS. In our case the frequency of impurity atom cJ is less than the

maximm frequenoy of lattice C^^. Sure can occur a resonance mode in which the imparity

has a larger amplitude than its neighbours in a common band mode. In resonance according to

the Uanheim theory

S {CO) - 0 (1)

where

- - .-. M _ i . 2 со ~ i, A.\

(2)

(3)

where M, И* are the masses of the host and the impurity atcae, X force constant of the host

lattice, V i e the host-impurity force constant and G(or) it the density of states in cf
t
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We can determine the ratio .IM'from Mcrshall formula /4/

where Эр and 6^ is Debye temperature of the impurity and hoet, respectively. UaiRg вр •

m 211° К /5/ the force constant ratio turned out to be a linear function of compoaitisa is

investigated range of the concentration (figure 2 ) . For the solid solution SaSb va obtained

A >A*and considering § r =» 1 the value fV°') «hould Ь« 1«яв, than zero to Sceap the condit-

ions of resonance. Then by increase of concentration of tin resonance frequences are shift-

ed towards lower frequences and the r«eult of these phenomena ia the decreaee of Debye-fal-

ler factor.

We made the test for the harmonic approximation according to the formula /6/

2 kjl , ! 2
-lnf(T) [lnf<0>] (5)

where k-g is the Boltzm&n constant and Eg is the recoil energy of reacm»nt atom. We ueed the

values ?(?) and f(O) frcns гоов and liquid helium temperature meaoureaent and we calculated

the limit
2 k

R
T

S- = 19.?

foi* the harmonic approxlsatlon for the iaotop Sa . locordicg to this tent towards higher

concentrations of tin the applicability of the harmonic approximation of lattice ribratione

decreases (flf̂ ure 3)* Therefore, it eeems that in the lattice vibrsticms there probably oo-

cure an anhaittonlcltT.
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ИЭТДЕИСЕ О? IKTBISTITIAL-ATOE ТВАРРИО OS Д1Е DEBTE-TEMPERATURE OP Co"
7
 IK Al

I-atroduetion

In the preceding paper /1/ we heve described a method to study the trapping of los-te.'tperat-

ure irradiation produced eelf-lnteretitials atoms at O> Moasbauer atoms in Al, In this pa-

per we report on an investigation of the Debye-temperature of the "trapper" atoms with the

aim to illuminate the old question in metala physics whether interstitial atoms produce low

frequent resonast lattice vibrations,

Stperlaental and reanlta

The sample (2 ppm Co ia Al) /1/ waa irradiated in the low temperature (4.6 £) irradiation

facility of the Hunich nuclear reactor with a doee of fast neutrons (E > 0.1 EeY)of 2.3 x

x 10 /oar to produce lattice defects (interstitiala and vacancies). After the end of the

irradiation it was gradually heated up to 160 K.to produce ren*"1*""1* intensity of the new

quadrupole split Koasbauer line due to interstitial atom trapping at Co (the characterist-

ics of tne new line are to be found in /1/). Afterwards the temperature dependence of the

aingl« line кой of the new line were measured. The results are shown in figure l
e
 Whereas

the е л а of the single line shows a temperature dependence as found by other authors, toe,.

/2,3/ corresponding to a Debye temperature for dilated C o " in Al of (280 i £0) K, the tea-

parat.are dependence of the "trapper0 line corresponds to a Debye temperature of only

(150 1 20) K.

DiseneBion

Рог a eiusple description n* our experimental results w*>use the Debye model of lattice •v'b-

rationB. The large decrease of "

interstitiale, isaseordi&g to

Dey

rationB. The large decrease of the Debye temperature 6^ of the C o " atoms which have trapped

equivalent to a large decrease ia the Debye frequency U^ of these atoms. That means that

"trapper* Co'"^ atoms vibrate in the average with lower vibration frequencies than soluted

Cc atoae. We conclude that the reason for thie lowering in the frequency spectrum is to

be found in low-iying more or leas localized vibration modes caused by the interstitial atom.

It is iatsreating to compare this conclusion with the well-known finding of an astonishing.

strong, decrease in the elastic moduli after neutron or electron irrafiiations cf f.c.c. met-

als /4-5/. It hae been tried tc espials this result by the appearance of low freauont lat-

tice ifibrationB union might be attributed to special vibration modes of a dumbbell inter-*

stitial 111» Our Hoaebauer result tow strongly supporte this hypothesis.
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